Characterisation of the flexibility of substrate binding loop in the binding of direct InhA inhibitors.
The substrate binding loop (SBL) of inhA shows conformational changes on binding of direct inhA inhibitors (DIIs). The knowledge of conformational changes and its importance in binding of DII to inhA has not been explored before. This study initially focused on studying the conformational changes of SBL in selected inhA crystal structures. These conformational changes are measured as angle of rotation for SBL from the static hinge region, Ile194, in the crystal structures. The maximal angle difference of ∼41° was observed between most open and closed conformation of SBL. To gain insights into these conformational changes, comparative molecular dynamics simulations of inhA bound with a direct inhibitor (Genz10850) and apoprotein were performed. A considerable variation in the angle of rotation (∼24° to ∼12°) for the SBL which led to the closed conformation was observed during binding of Genz10850 with a consistent increase in electrostatic energy, whereas no change was observed in apoprotein. Hence, conformational changes in the SBL under the influence of inhibitor can be utilised as a parameter for enhanced binding inhibitor with inhA to screen the potent DIIs.